Bystander capability to activate speaker function for continuous dispatcher assisted CPR in case of suspected cardiac arrest.
The European Resuscitation Council Guidelines 2015 recommend bystanders to activate their mobile phone speaker function, if possible, in case of suspected cardiac arrest. This is to facilitate continuous dialogue with the dispatcher including (if required) cardiopulmonary resuscitation instructions. The aim of this study was to measure the bystander capability to activate speaker function in case of suspected cardiac arrest. In 87days, a systematic prospective registration of bystander capability to activate the speaker function, when cardiac arrest was suspected, was performed. For those asked, "can you activate your mobile phone's speaker function", audio recordings were examined and categorized into groups according to the bystanders capability to activate speaker function on their own initiative, without instructions, or with instructions from the emergency medical dispatcher. Time delay was measured, in seconds, for the bystanders without pre-activated speaker function. 42.0% (58) was able to activate the speaker function without instructions, 2.9% (4) with instructions, 18.1% (25) on own initiative and 37.0% (51) were unable to activate the speaker function. The median time to activate speaker function was 19s and 8s, with and without instructions, respectively. Dispatcher assisted cardiopulmonary resuscitation with activated speaker function, in cases of suspected cardiac arrest, allows for continuous dialogue between the emergency medical dispatcher and the bystander. In this study, we found a 63.0% success rate of activating the speaker function in such situations.